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Physics and Didactics: A creativity based proposaΙ for
teachers' in .service trainin

Education in Science and Scientific literacy

1 t is well known that a fundamental target of education is to prepare free ac-Ι tive citizens, members of a democratic society. That is, citizens who wi]l have
essential a\Mareness in all matters that concern them, at Ιeast to a certain point
and who will be capable of devising and producing new knowledge in alΙ sectors .

of human activity. By having critical thinkfuig they ιvilΙ be able to make decisions
which come up daily either in private or social levels. (Κokkotas, 1997). The fuΙ-
fillment of the goals of education has as a result (Χanthakou, 1998) the emer-
gence of the person's latent abilities oil the one hand, and on the other hand the
deveΙopment of the appropriate educational environment so that well.aimed di-
dactic interventions, favoring personal integration, wilΙ exist.

Based on the above context, the targets of Didactics of Science are estab-
lished. There aΙe many arguments which support the reasons why pupiΙs
should be taught science, some of which considered as the most irnportant are
discussed further on. The first of these is the utiΙitarian argument (Solomon,
1993) according to which economicaΙ power, progress and the well-being of
modern societies are due to science and technology. Therefore educatiοn
should provide the necessary scientific knowΙedge, in order to convince yet
more young people to be involved in science so that the technicians and scien-
tists of the future can arise from them. As a second argument Millar R & os-
borne (1998) mention that young students shoμΙd get acquainted with science,
so as to acquire'essentiaΙ knowledge regarding their surrounding worΙd be_
cause it is interesting and important, but simuΙtaneousΙy to feel the satisfaction
which scientific knowiedge can offer. Finally, the democratic argument, ac-
cοrding to which understanding of the nature of science is necessary for peo_
pΙe to perceive socio-scientific issues and be able to partake in decision-mak-
ing. Also, Millar and Osborne (1998b) claims that:
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oThe continιιoιιsly αιιgmenting ffict of science in dαily life requires thαt the to-
tαl of the populαtion be αble to perceiνe scienffic mαtters αppeαring in cuπent
eνents, αnd be αble tο deαl νιith the chαnges which science and technologl impose
on indiνiduαΙs αs well αs society,.

Αccording to Arοn (1992) as well, a person involved in Science and Tech-
nology usuaΙΙy deveΙops an attitude, which, among others, presents the foΙlow-
ing characteristics:

ο Recognition of concepts in cognitive fietds of Science as creations of the
human mind and not cοincidental discoveries.

ο Recognition that understanding and correct use meanings demands that
they be defined in a liturgical manner (use of experience and simpler de-
finitions).

ο Understanding the difference betιryeen observation and conclusions and
discerning them regardless of the frame in which they occur.
Accepting the planning of cognitive strategies for the formulation and
the examination of hypotheses as a normal scientific research proce-
dure, as well as the important an different role of accidental discovery.
Discerning between personal opinion, aspect, or reputation without any
scientific base and the scientifically proven knowledge.
Understanding what a theory is within the limits of sciences and the fact
that such a theory is formulated, examined, evaΙuated and temporarily
accepted.
Knοwing examples, which indicate that concepts as weΙl as theories
have a variable οharacter undergoing a constant content enrichment and
refinement.
Αccepting that scientific search has limits and that within these there are
questions which can be set or ansrvered.
Studying in order to increase knowledge in the scientific areas of inter-
est, thus being able to approach new topics without the constant need of
instruction.
Knowing ways/examples with which scientific knowΙedge and method-
ology equips man rvith a powerful observation instrument, of the uni-
veΙSe, aS well as the his/her own pοsition in it.
Perception of the existing interaction between science and society, as
well as the existing analogies between ways of thinking in Science and
Ηumanities.

And if we actually accept that the deveΙopment of a soοiety is determined,
among other factors, by from the cognitive leveΙ οf science and technology,
which it acquires and utilizes, we are led to the observation that scientific and
technological literacy of citizens reflects its level. Therefore, justly, quite a few
years. ago, Reid and Ηodson (1987) point οut that: "the understanding of
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meanings and larvs of Sciences, and their accompΙishments and lirnits, and the
improvement of this understanding is not a luxur}, but a vitaΙΙy important in-
vestment for the weΙi-being of our society" (Kokkotas, t997 p.702).

And since the intentions are weΙt-defined, horv do the recipients
of these intentiοns feeΙ?

Ηolv do pupils feel and which are their attitudes regarding Science ',γhen
they graduate from secondary education? Ηow essential is the knowledge they
acquired and are abΙe to use, to study new prοbΙems and acquire ne'w knowl-
edge by understanding ts technοlogical applications in depth? Studies indicate
that pupils are indifferent and have a negative attitude towards science, a sit-
uation ιvhich is vaΙid even for those with high grades (Chalkia & Κaranikas,
1998). Ιn spite of the time devoted to the teaching of Sciences in Elementary,
Junior Secondary and Senior Secondary Schools, it seems that (psy[os,
Koumaras & Kariotogloν, 1993, Κokkοtas & Κaranikas, lgg4,Κaranikas, Κar-
iotoglou & Κokkotas, 1996, Ιoannidis, Garifaltidou & Vavougios, 2001,
Chalkia,2001):

ο PupiΙs don't easily change their opinions, keeping many of them and re-
turning to older "optiοnal" view-points, after a while and despite the
schooΙ teaching they received

ο Pupils mainΙy choose to learn things by heart within the limits of the cur_
riculum, without ever Ιearning in depth and finally

ο Ρupils refer to "methοdology recipes" to solve probΙems which they
seem to forget very rapidΙy.

From the high failure ratings in entry examinations it is perceived that
pupils do not have sufficient thinking abilities to be able to face even the ele-
mentary and often average difficulty problems, which require the application
of Scientific methodology, a situation which reveals a pecuΙiar illiteracy in Sci-
ence (chalkia,2001). Research regarding primary education students seems to
provide similar results. The percentages οf students with littΙe to compΙeteΙy in_
sufficient knowΙedge who cannot apply it to solve problems οr who expΙess
thoughts with the help of optional mainly perceptions, whose processing and
utilization is part of the Didactics of Science, is extremely high.

Examining the Ιevel of understanding of concepts in Science of ordinary
people in Greece, Europe more widely (EUROBAROMETER, 1993, physics
οn the stage, 1999) and in the USA (Project 2061), we conclude to a high per-
centage of illiteracy in Science. A series of results derive from the afοremen-
tioned situation (Vavougios, 2002), some of rvhich are:

ο The incapabiΙity of follοwing scientific development

it
to
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Ρassive use of technolοgicaΙ appΙications and technοphobia
The one-sided accepting of negative effects of the use of Sciences, com-
puters and technoΙogy in general.
Failing to appreciate that the increase of human wealth and the im-
provement in biotic ΙeveΙ of humanity results frοm the application οf
Sciences.
Ιgnorance of the causes and reasons, which impeΙ <<specialists> to propo-
sitions and making decisions.
The democratic vote of citizens νvho are not informed about the scien-
tific essence of questions and problems, for which they are voting. citi-
zens of this category can subsequently easily be made victims of prοpa-
ganda of various financial and other interests.
Lack of understanding of the interaction of sοience and society.
The non-acceptancΘ of science as μiart of the universal intellectuaI civi-
lization.

Yet, a high percentage of aΙl these (pupils, students, as well as simple citi_
zens) managed to succeed in their exams, although they were examined
through the traditional teacher-centered system, thit requires mostly pure
memorization. Based on the Greek data, it is highty possible that they had ex-
ceptional grades in science. The question set at this point is: what do, finally,
high grades at schooΙ cοrrespond to, since they do not seem to correspond to
functional knowΙedge of Science? What do we consider as teaching, which has
achieved its goaΙs in education in general and in Ρhysics or Science specifical-
ly? How can we conquer such a success?

What makes teaching of Science special?

Physics is one of the "oldest" sciences of mankind and it deaΙs with the
study of natuΙe and the characteristics οf material bodies and systems, as well
as the forces responsible for the interactions amοng them as well as between
them and their environment. The natural world is an unending source, from
which thinking human beings, such as researchers, draw their necessary knο,wl-
edge. Regarding Physics, acquiring of knowledge (VerganeΙakis, 1985) is
achieved with the aid of the appropriate method, which is based on both ob-
servation and theoreticaΙ anaΙysis as welΙ as ΙaboratοriaΙ-experimental work.
Experimental work provides the researchers rvith the possibility to re-examine
natural phenomena gaining further knowledge and experience concerning
them. Ιt also provides them with a "!vay out" for their mentaΙ incentives, in the
sense that they can hypothesize, experiment by trying with success or failure,
construct models and theories using the language of mathematics, finally pin-

o

a

o

a
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pointing those which correspond to the under observation natural system or
phenomenon. They manage to explain the results οf their experiments and to
foretelΙ new natural behaviors successfully. Lately, scientists have found com-
puters to be impοrtant assistants in their attempt (Kalkanis, 2000) through
which, simulation and visualization of the behavior of various categories of
natural systems is achieved, especiaΙly those whose Ιaboratorial study is diffi_
cult to impossible.

Rational thinking, inspiration, fantasy, curiosity about ,,why does it hap-
pen...." Or " what would happen if...." co-reside in the mind of the physics re-
searcher and intercept each other in the same logical-naωraΙ enviτonment, re-
sulting in the expression of this creativity through the materiaΙization of men-
tal and δmpirical results. Every phenomeηon ot System which does not "fit"
within the Ιimits of an existing theory demands the devising/creation of a new
one and every thοught or even just a description which is incomplete demands
its integration. scattered ideas and results from different research papers sub-,
mit to wider cΙassifications, which, in turn, give up their places to wider men-
taΙ explanatory shapes. Wider areas of knowΙedge are opened up and mental
irritations tight the spark for the inventing of new experiments, which can
sometimes be characterized as ultimately different or/and innovating com-
pared to the previous ones, obeying totaΙΙy different logics, but necessary to
prove the correctness of the theories they are testing, as being conducted is
testing them themselves. The nerv widened knowΙedge, just as any other
knowledge in the area of Science, which has originated frοm a well expressed
problem whose solutions have undergone objective experimental procedure is
correct'within the limits of power οf the theory which covers the relevant mod_
el of the problem. Since ιvith the experimentaΙ wοrk and the theoreticaΙ analy_
sis the limits of knowledge are expanded (VerganeΙakis, 1985), new appliances,
instruments and techniques make their appearance giving in furn solutions to
both speciaΙized technοlogical problems correlated to the resρarch attempted,
as well as problems of everyday human life Ιeading to the production/creation
of gοods and services. Hοw could we characterize the way of thinking of re-
searchers of Sciences? Working with the nowadays valid body of knowΙedge in
Physics, which is characterized not only by the actual knowledge it consists of
but also the methodology' through which they were gained it seems that it can
define ways of life and intellectual activitf, as long as the adoption of its logic
implies thinkingi which is simultaneousIy criticaΙ and creative, evaluating and
independent. This same well-defined body of knowledge accompanied by its
effective methodology can be used (Verganelakis, 1985) undergoing appropri-
ate specialization from simiΙar scientific fields contributing to their develop-
ment' We οould mention, as a characteristic example, the contribution of
physics to the development of mateτiaΙ science, telecommunications, medical
representation techniques, computer development, etc. Furtheπnore, Ρhysics
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as a science affects human intellectual civilization deeply by assembling a pow-
erful Ιiberating force of human intelΙect (Verganelakis, 1985, Χanthakou,
1998) from aΙΙ sorts of dogma, suspicions and prejudices determining models of
action and inteΙlectual production.

Ιn the following diagram the scientific method is coded and summarized.
The normal course proposed through this and method and its steps towards the
conquest of knowΙedge are usually not folΙowed in the educational process (at
school and at university), but on the contrary, it is reversed ending up in a dog-
matic process ιvhere everything is known from the start, the experimentaΙ ver_
ification conducted simpΙy and the applications work in the best possibΙe man_
ner

Figure: The scientific method and its steps
(Source: G. Th Κatkanis & D. Ι. Kostopoulos. Physics, From the Microcosm

to the Macrocosm, Ι'α Mechanics. Athens 1995)

Repetition of processes

Conducting of experiments

isition of quantitative results

Correlation of results with appropriate number of parameters

Description of correΙation in mathematicaΙ items

Ηypothesis expression on the evolution of
observations orland eψeriments

Expeτimental verification of predictions

Creation of Laιvs and Theories
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Αt this point, if it is supposed that we are ready to help our pupiΙs to use the

instruments of Physics (observation, experimental research and mathematical ex-

pression) cοrrectly to Study a series of interesting topics. What results u/ill arise?

Use οf tools requires certain dexterities, which Science Researches have, but

pupils and students do not necessarily have too. Research in the Didactics of Sci-

ence has shown that the in depth study and understanding of naturaΙ systems Ie-

quires abstracting apprοaches which are materialized with the heΙp of mathemat-

ics. Ιt is beΙieved that the appropriate ages (Beth & Ρiaget, 1966 in Chalkia 2001),

when such processes obtain meaning, are those of the last secondary schooΙ class-

es. It shouΙd also be noted that the difficulty ofthese approaches discourages stu-

dents and makes them choose easier explanatory modeΙS, which usually constitute

intellectual patterns based mainly on alternative ideas. Αs a result we have the ex-

ceptionally great difficulty of changing (Driver 1989) such empirical attitudes and

their replacement by correct explanatory models.

Further interesting factors which affect the teaching of physics and make it a
compiicated phenomenon is the need to exceed sensory data, the communication

lanμage/code when expressing the research results as welΙ as that which is used

in the classroom (SoΙomoι,1987, Guiraud, L989, Vavougios & Papadopetrakis,

1992, Sutton,!992, Chalkia, 2000); the teachers attitudes torvards the subject and

its teaching pΙocess (Αrons 1992); the way "soΙving problems" is intrοduced by
them (Gott & Mashiter, 1994, Whitebread, 1997); and finally the curriculum

(Ηameyer 1991, Κein, ]'991, Κouledis, 1994, Koliopoulos 1997, Kariotoglou &
Tselfes, 2000, Κοliopoulos & Ravanis, 2001, Tselfes 

'2001, 
Chalkia 2001).

What \re can dο, to hetp pupiΙs understand Science

One of the simple, essential but aΙso difficult questions which should occu-

py the elementary and secondary school teachers the university researcher and

everyone, in general, who is involved in the planning of the country's educa-

tional policy is the fοlΙowing (Tselfes,2001):

. "Whαt pupils should remember, whαt they should understand αnd whαt they

should be cαpαble of doing when they complete their schooling".

This question is running through the contemporary American report Ρro-
ject 2A6t (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 2000) the

editors of which propose the re_establishment of the goals of eduοation, con-

cerning the learning result in sciences, so aS to be absoΙutely compatible (to co-

incide) with those cοncerning scientific and technological literacy. The basic

idea of Project 2061 is that a scientificalΙy literate person is that which per-

ceives Sciences, mathematics and technology aS interΙinked human activities
with power and restrictiοns, understands meanings and principles οf sciences,
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is familiar with the natural world recognizing its unity and its variety, and uses

scientific knowΙedge and scientific ways of thinking for personaland sociaΙ pur-

poses. By reading the program, the carefuΙ observer can discover positive and

negative sides, which it would be pointless tο refer to in this article, but they

can be found in the bibiiography (Τselfes,2001). Ιt is alsο especialΙy useful to

keep the editors' propositiοn in mind and look further into the scientific con-

tents rvhich the program offers, at least as far as they concern sciences.

From the above, it is obvious that the basic principle in choosing scientific

contents to be taught is determined by the thought that there are some pοints

essentiaΙ for scientifiο literacy which school should teach and as effectively as

possible instead of exhausting itself in ever increasing scientific topics in a

hopeless attempt to teach everything about the total of cognitive objects. This

scientific content is articuιated (Ρroject 2061) chiefly in the units:

ο The nature of scienοes, mathematics, and technology as human achieve-

ments
ο Basiο knowledge about the world as they are presented by science and

formulated by technologY.
ο What people should understand from the history of scientific discoveries.

ο Values and attitudes of intellect essential for scientific literacy.

Nevertheless, a curriculum could be assembled based on the specific scien-

tific οontents in the area of Sciences, especialΙy Physics? Ιt is obviοus that if ιve

want education to be offeτed and not merely instruction, the required curricu-

lum should:
ο lead pupils- and people in general- towards a critical and simuΙtaneοus-

ly inventive mind (Κette riιg 1'994),
o to ensure the reaIization of their conditiοnally existing talents (Schack

1993) and
ο to heΙp young pupils to keep the cleverness and devisability/οreativity of

their chiidhood after school and during adulthood,
when researching or dealing with matters regarding Sciences and their appli-

cations, an area in ιvhich traditional School education seems to have failed. So,

before proceeding to speοific propositions whose application relinquishes such

characteristics in a curriculum, we will attempt to understand the term crθ-

ativity a bit better as it seems to play a determining part accompanying critical

ability as much in a researchers work as ιveΙl as a requirement for the intellec-

tual jevelopment of the yοung pupil and the trainee in generaΙ'

Creativity

Αccording to Guilford, the intellectual properties of human beings can be

classified in three ways: according to the basic functions/activities of intellect:
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Mnemonic, Cognitive, Converging and Diverging Thinking
Ι. based on the contents on which the previous activities act: shapes, sym-

bols, meanings and attitudes
IΙ. based οn the results of the action of the above inteliectuaΙ functions:

units/chapters, classes, relationships, transformations and conse-
quences.

From the combination of functions, contents and action on the cοntent 120 in-
tellectual abiΙities arise, as lοng as the eΙements of the combinations are regarded
as independent of each other. GuiΙford and his associates primarily collected their
study and gave speciaΙ attention to tιvo of the five intellectual functions the con_
verging and diverging thinking. Converging thinking concerns intellectual pro-
cessing of data, information, and material νrhich has been acquired and memo_
rized in a quest for rational sequence which can be characterized as the solution
or the conclusion. Αnalysis, classification, data comparison of a specific problem
with existing logicalstructures _ mοdels belong to the area of converging thought
and that is why it is also known as criticaΙ thinking. Diverging thinking on the oth-
er hand has the same starting paint, data processing, but is aimed at the quest and
discovery οf all the pοssible solutions and answers, redefining, recreating and gen-
erally producing the appropriate combinations. At this point it is acknowledged
that diverging intelleclual procedure is the twin of creative thinking. Although re-
search attempts for the deeper understanding of human intelligence began with a
division between the.two ξpes of thought (Xanthakou, 1998) which reflected
their differentiatiοn in meaning, contemporary research reality indicates that
while building the model of the problem and the consequentiaΙ route of the solu-
tion both intellecπaΙ procedure partake in the process and furthermore their de-
gree of coπelation is defined by the mental difficulfy and originality of the prob-
lem leading to the genius solution.

Man's daily survival demands his interaction with the environment, natural
and social, in which he lives and acts. Αs a result of this interaction, some people
are in a pbsition to discern problems, to τea|νe the difficulties, to record unusual
situations, to be impressed orland worried by the existence of coμitive insuffi-
ciencies, when looking for explanations not necessarily of a regular type and of-
ten unusual and personal. This ability is chaτacterized as sensitivξ tοwards envi-
ronmental problems and according to Guilford it is related to the understanding
of meaning Sequences. And as the problem' which prοduced, the incentive exjsts
and functions, a large number of ideas and possible solutions or answers, too, are
produced from the creatively thinking man either directly or after a certain length
of timeo. ΑΙΙd it is the richness of the total productiοn which grades and charac-
terizes one's intellectual ease (of words, ideas, coherence, expression). But how
can all this production arise? Certainly, not through the routine way. On the con-
trary, divergence from the usual intellecπal routes orland revision/aΙteration of
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the way of thinking is demanded for approaching the problems with change in
meanings, uses, contents for understanding, and strategies for adoption. This sit_
uation characterizes inteΙlectuaΙ functioning as flexible and one criteriοn is the
possibility one has to change answer categories or even better the possibility one
has for diverging production of semantic cΙasses _ categories (Xanthakou, 1998).
The next question set refers to the originality of thought, which is materiaΙized
thτough productive process. The "work" which arises thus is judged aS rare oτland
unique compared to an appropriate prototype model although in many cases
work is produced for which we do not have object classifications to compare them
with and to classξ them. FurtherΙnore' bearing in mind the adaptation of pro_
ductiοn tο realiξ we avoid involvement with work-products of iμorance, which
are mistaken or/and may be carrying pathoΙogical situations. Finally, for the in-
teraction of human beings and their natural or social enviτonment to be correct,
there is the need or presumption of abilities of synthesis, transformatiοn and gen_
erally processing. Synthesis corresponds to organ2ing ideas in wider "shapes,,
judΦg by the increase of content and pτesuming active discovery of combina-
tiοns of comprising paτts and not just their blending (Xanthakou, 1998). Synthe_
sis of ideas and their anaΙysis in order to gain new s1mtheses comprise combina-
tional activities of a creative nature (Gowan, Demos, & Torrance, 7967,p l9),
where new SetS, reΙationships and modeΙs of experiences as regarding to concep-
tion arise (Arnold in Gowan). New correlations and vierrs are discovered in the
old specific functioning objects of the environment (Κubie in Gowan). But ιvhat
do you do with a well-organized set? Ιt seems as if one οf the possibiΙities of cre-
ative man is the redistribution orland the re-establishment of such a set. we are
thus speaking about alteration of objects as to their form, function or use ',nrith the
ultimate goal of performing "work" which is new in reΙationship to what it ';yas
planned to perform. we are also speaking about the alteration of "shape" with an
originally Set content through functionaΙ οomparisons, So aS to have muΙtifunc-
tionality arising (Ιnhelder & Cellerier, 1992). A1Ι the aforementioned demand
and require idea processing abiΙities. Concerning processing, it means the analy_
sis, improvement, integration and finally the presentation of an idea which is si-
muΙtaneously both attractive and liable. Summing up, we could insist that creative
thought is defined by (Χanthakou 1998):

o one'S tendency to be a sensitive probΙem tracker in the environment he
constantly works

. One's ability to be open to information or experiences which flow from
his interaction with his natural or sociaΙ environment

o one'S possibilities to eΧpress many different ideas and hypotheses for
the problematic siπations one faces

. one's abiΙity to combine, transform, pΙocess existing contents in order
to produce new original and appropriate "works,, - products.
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Further research in the area of understanding diverging and converging
thinking, has shown that creativitf (Xanrhakou 1998):

ο Comprises a mentaΙ phenomenon with a catholic and worldwide char-
acter existing quaΙitativeΙy but differentiated quantitatively aS to the to-
tal οf mankind.

ο Derives from humans'tendency to spring into action aΙtering and adapt-
ing himself to time-space in a constant dialectic relationship with his en-
vironment.

ο Ιs closely connected to man'S sοcial and cultural environment, so that
under positive cultivation conditions humans' inherent tendency ap-
pears and transforms to chronolοgically continuous functioning abiΙity

ο Results in behaviors, which derive from and correlate with the speciaΙ
characteristics of the creative person'S personaΙity.

ο Ιs defined from both external/environmentalfactοrs as welΙ as internal
intellectuaΙ processing, the resultant of which follοws a Set course, re_
suΙting in the production of."wοrk"-product (mental or materiaΙ).

Furthermore, this work is new as to the logic, acceptable due to appropri-
ateness and usefulness, satisfying the sensible criteria οf individuals, groups or
societies, within which it was produced at tho precise moment but there are not
rarely cases where the work itself imposes the new Ιogic criteria.

We integrate, at this point, with the recοgnition of the fact that although
creativity seems to be connected to diverging - creative thinking, the solution
to the problems demands productive type thinking with the converging, di-
verging and intelΙecrualfunction being present processing wide sets of data co-
operating with memory and perception ( xanthakou & Kaila 2002). what can
one say about someone who pinpoints and solves probΙems creating new
knowΙedge? Could a system possibly be approached as a System evolving in an
environment, which is changing or rather evolving in timeu (WalΙace & Gruber
1989x Ιs a person who asks new questions, SoΙves problems producing inno_
vating products which Ιead to gaining social acceptance within the work frame
of the solver (Gardner 1993)?

None of the goals set by the solver and more generally the thinking human
could be obtained \η,ithout the help of a rational mind (Ηaslam & Baron 1994,
Ford 1994). An intelligence which according to the "information processing"
theory (Κoliadis, 2002) can be made perceptible more from a qualitative than
a quantitative point of view and the basic characteristics of which can be de-
scribed with emphasis more on intellectual procedures and less in cοuntable
results (Flouris 1995 p. 244). Compatible to the previous theory is the "multi-
ple intelligence" theory which was formulated by Gardner (1983, 1993). Ac-
cording to this theοry seven independent types of intelligence, music, kinaes-
thetics, logicomathematics, linguistics, spatial, inter-intrapersonal, begin their
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life aiong with the subject of intellectual procedures pτimarily in rough form
evοlving and expressed in every phase of its Ιife defining, by its degree of acti-
vation, its productive pΙocess. Αlthough the part played by feelings during the
solution οf problems has not been studied sufficiently, former studies have dis-
covered non-cognitive factors, attitudes feeΙings processes of a premature test-
ing which hinder the activation and involvement of children in situations-prοb-
lems (Philippou & Christou 2001).

The educationaΙ experiment

Wishing to explοre how far it is possibΙe for both critical and creative think_
ing to make their presence simultaneously evident within the limits of educa-
tional activiξ in Science resuΙting in creative teaching and learning which are
nor confronted as panaceas or miracular tools but as means of logicaΙ expres-
sion, understanding, and improvement of the same learning process as it is ex-
pressed through problem solving, (Torrance & Myers t974,Toπanρe 1994, Tr-
effinger & Nasab 1996) the educational experiment described in this unit rvas
planned and conducted. The goaΙ was to look into the reactions of elementary
and pre-school teachers who voluntarily attended a tweniy-hour prοgram,
when a normaΙ in service training in matters of experimental teaching οf sci_
ences changed context, transforming from traditional type to creative problem
soΙving. our decision to attempt such an alteration is based mainΙy on twο ar-
guments. The first being that a creative solution problem cοnstitutes a System-
atic approach (Treffinger, Ιsaksen 1996 in Joyce, Ιsaksen et. al. p. 120 _123)
which can be placed within the creative Ιearning model (Treffinger 1979, ref.
in Joyce et.al. p. !20'Χanthakou & Κailra2002,p' 133-136' Chionidou-Mosko-
foglοu 1999). Acοording to the second argument, the ability to soΙve problems
both within the limits of a science exercise as well as probΙems of daily Ιife add
to the pupil's, the student's and the teacher's dexterities which characterize sci-
entific and technoΙogical literacy (Κokotas, 1991, p 1'0l)

Ιn order to materialize the project for the prοbΙem, ans\η/ers to the follοw-
ing questions had to be found:

ο Ηow can we convert usual experimental processes into creative type
problem situations?

ο Ηow can we convert traditional teaching into a teaching, which utilizes
creative solution problems?

o Ιs such a conversion useful, does it express real needs and does it im-
prove the educational process?

The first phase of the program began with a discussion regarding the man-
ners rvith which through observation information can be gathered. The way dif-
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ferent stimuΙi optical, acousticai, of touch, etc. are recorded and their combina-
tions were analyzed through many examples and use of the appropriate optic
acoustical means and visual aids, an attempt being for awareness of the partic-
ipants and to imprοve their abiΙity to observe, and also tο distinguish situations,
where observation is a problem and the senses inadequate for observation.

During the second phase, traditionaΙ Ιabοratοry materiaΙ as vrell as daiiy
materials were selected' in such a manner so as to be able to iead to the ap-

propriate conditions for experiments and presentation in physics. Α11 these
materials were Ιaid on a long table, which enabled alΙ the trainees to have ac-

cess to it, without been organized or placed in any certain manner. On the con-
trary, during the whoΙe process any choice, placement or grouping conducted
by the participants would be acceptable. Αfter their division into groups8, the
participants were asked to "pΙay" with the material, doing with it anything that
they believed would have meaning oΙ was feasibΙe.

The first trainer's intervention took plaοe in the beginning by asking the
members of the groups to handΙe and investigate a1l the available material and
by indicating them to discuss the variοus ideas, which would arise deciding on
what they finaΙly wanted to materialize. The goaΙ of this intervention was dou-
ble. Co-effect with the materiaΙ and with the participants among themselves.

Αfter the first surprise of the participants which arose from the fact that
they believed in the need tο use the material under "specific laboratorial ways"
which they "had not been taught" and "therefore need not kno'w as they were
elementary and pre-schοol teachers" and "they none ofthem had Ιaboratories"
and the getting over of their fear that the specific materials "bite, wound, hurt"
or "are dangerous" the siπation was completely reversed.

Fear and hesitatiοn were originally replaced by a familiarization jοyful and
full of childlike liveliness - playing with all the materials and then the appear-
ance of a Ιarge number of ideas and schemes about things that could be done.
Everyone had activities, experiments and constructions to pΙopose, everyone
had an opinion, not necessariIy coinciding with that of the οne next to him. The
prοduction οf ideas took on the form of an avalanche' there were attempts to
cτiticize and test the ideas to discover what each group would materialize.

At this point there was a second intervention by the researchers asking the
groups to tτy and rrΙateriallze' the idea they chose as appropriate and to their
questions as to if Something was correct or not, they answer was "try it". Ιn-
tervention, to alter the scheme did not take place'ο. Slowly but steadily the
grοups reaοhed their results. They started asking fοr information about what to
do afterwards.

The new interventiοn of the researchers ,was to boost them into thinking,
what in their opinion would make sense for them to do, continuing the process.

Devices which ιvere set up and prοpositiοns of the group are reοorded in the
fοllowing table:
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Αt this point trainer's intervention was intended to facilitate each grοup to
choose one of the activities they proposed and create a scheme for an experi-
ment of measurement and to conduct it recording the data. That means they
should find and construοt a problem (Xanthakou & Κaila 2002p. |2l,724) and
then to create an aΙgorithm for the soΙution of the problem. The trainer acted
as fellow_researcher-member of the group helping to Set "the question" but aΙ-

so "to express the problem", a process which is often more irksome than its so-

lution (Einstein & Ιnfeld, 1938, p 83).

Devices Propοsitions

1. osciilated System - spτing mass ver-

tically hung

ο To define the relationship between thΘ Ιθngth of the
spring and the weight ιvhich is hung each time.

. To hang different springs and hang the same weight on
them.

. To hang suοcessively weights to discover if the spring
wiΙl be damaged and with which weight.

2. Oscillated System - pendulum ο To find if the system ιvilΙ start oscillating and when it
wiΙl stop.

. To See, if the angle we deviate it is smaΙl, if it. wil! stop

. at the same time span.
ο Τo do the above with diffeτent lengths and weights.
ο To find ho'ιv Ιong.a οscillation lasts.

3. Device to boil water . To measure what the thermometer indiοates every mo-
menι

. Τo put doubΙe the amount of \ryater in the test tube and
boil it again

. Tσ put aluminum foil over the tube while boiling
ο To measure how long it rryi1l take for the water to

evaporate completely
ο To warm the rulers and see ιvhat happens, which wiΙl

warm υp quicker altogetheτ.

Creation of different electric ciτοuits ο Τo make different circuits with light buΙbs and sιvitch-
es which will light in line

ο To measure the current
ο To οheοk iξ whatever else we connect along with the

bulbs, the οircuit will light up
ο To make a cftcuit with the fan working
. To connect the dimmer coil, too, to see if the curΙent

runs through
o To place thΘ magnets to affect thθ currenι

5. Device to study optic phenomena ο To darken the room and change the direction of the

torch light ιγith ihe mirrors
ο To aim with the laser Ιight
r To anaΙyze Ιighι ιhrough a prism
ο To make Ιight.
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The third phase began with the groups having chosen:
o To measure the spring's period and tο study the factοrs on which it de-

pends
ο To find ways to distinguish how hard or soft a spring can be and when it

stops being eΙastic"
ο To measure the variation of temperature with time of the water, until it

boils and a while after that.
. To measure the current of a complicated circuit
ο To trY and affect the magnetic needle with the dimmer coil, activating

the circuit, which contains it.
ο To use the laser_pointer, to study the ways of light spread

Originally each group conducted its own experiment presenting their re-
sults afterwards. After that, in cirοular order, all the groups conducted alΙ the
experiments. The general discussion which followed analyzed the probΙems
and the differences which arose during the experimenting of the groups and
had the opportunity of discussing both the accuracy of the measurements in-
troducing the meaning of experimental error as welΙ as the most productive
presentation and processing of the measurements connecting them to the pro-
cedure which was adopted by the grοups.

The fourth phase began with the school Physics textbooksllfor the fifth and
sixth grades of elementary school. Existing groups rvere asked to study activi-
ties and experiments which are conducted here mainly with simple means from
the child's everyday environment. Αfter the study, every member of the groups
had to choose, to materialize, and to present three of them, mingΙing them with
her/his own materiais. Α small repoΙt οf two or three pages, at the most, had
to accompany "the experiment" which functioned expiaining which principle
materializes its possible educational usefulness. But is the "experiment" had
not been successful, it should be explained ιvhat accοrding to the "experi-
menter" ,went \rrong. This phase was successfully completed and prepared the
last phase.

The fifth and last phase predicted the coΙlecting of the group and after dis-
cussion and exchanging their experiences the common decision for every mem-
ber of the group to undertake a construction which wilΙ materialize a principle
of Physics or generally Sciences with the extra characteristic of being useful.
The choice of sources, topic, materiaΙs, and the construction rvas the absolute
disposal οf its creator, aS was her/his cooperation with the grοup members.
Furthermore, an essay would have to accompany the construction, its function
and the physicalprinciples it materializes and its usefulness. Αll the members
chose three alternative ideas and materialized one of them. The trainers post-
ed questions, searched, coοperated and finalΙy after about a month, radios,
photographic-camera-boxes, logic gadgets, kaleidoscopes, hot-air balloons,
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electric doorbells, light ray houses, rockets, compasses, erupting voΙcanοes,
and aΙso indicators to distinguish acids from bases, crystaΙs, water-filtering ap-
pliances, waterworks, magnetic fish and aΙso soap-bubbΙes made their appear-
ance surprising with their originaΙity, their simplicity, and their functionality in
the research group.

Essays describing the constructing methods and eΙements οf theory fτom
physics, which were gathered with hard work, completed the trial. The rela-
tionship with the research group was absoΙutely cooperative and the tτainers,
role only to facilitate, when all οther sources had dried out.

Οbserγations

we will refer to some observations which took place during the activity and
which characteτize it.

1. Αcceptance οf the activity arose, inhibitions and fears dissolved, initia-
tive developed, there was cooperative (Cohen 1994, Chionidou-Moskο_
fogkou 1999, Stavridoι 2002) approach and as far as learning proce-
dures are concerned they were interactive and creative.

2. Questions of the tlpe "what could you make" with this material result
in the activation of curiosity, prompt tο research pοssibilities, they lead
to the coexistence of knowledge in Science and fantasy and sometimes
sense, and even paradοx too.

3. Through indulgence, different opinions were being heard and the fear of
rejection \ryas oveΙcome. Mistakes became arguments for repetition and
improvement of thoughts and results.

4. Ιt was observed that the attempt to achieve the goalbeginning from an
initiate confused set of Iaboratorial objects and materials of dai1y use Ιed
according to the researchers tο the desired resuΙt, although rules of log_

' ic and physics regarding what could possibly be achieved were often
"broken" during the phases, and especiaΙty during the phase of brain-
storming ideas.

ConcΙusions

Ιn this study we tried to face the in-service training in science from a dif-
ferent point of view, producing a project of creative soΙving in successive phas-
es, each οf which had welΙ established goaΙs aiming to study the reactions of eΙ-

ementary and preschool teachers who toοk part in the program voluntarily.
Αfter careful analysis we believe that:

Ιt seems that when interest has been motivated from the appropriately ex-
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pressed question creative procΘSs of in-service training arises in Science, which

shows that it is not only the final result which counts but the process itself and

the feelings it excites. (F{eller, Monks et.al., 2000, p. 82, Chionidou-Mosko-

foglou, 1999). Ιt has aΙso been concluded that even if a situation-problem, such

as the present, presents complication and causes uncertainty and fear at first,

it is difficuΙt and demands research, perhaps it is one of the most important

tools which supply us with dexterities regarding Sciences and the handling οf

prοblems of t#real world (Webster, 1995 ref. Meador !997, p.69). The abiΙ-

ity to Solve prοblems and mainly probΙems of everyday life is especially im-

portant, mainly when they are of the creative solutiοn type. Αnd perhaps they

should comprise an essentiaΙ element of the curricula for any level of educa-

tion and every cognitive object especially those, which regard Science in gen-

eral.

Epilogue

Αs an epilogue to this attempt, we cite some of the οpinions of the partici-

pants about the program they participated in.

"Ιt begαn αS α 71ιme "let's plαy physics'' αnd ended in us increαsing our dexter-

ities in the expression αnd solνing οf beαutiful problems'''

"We creαted objects which functioned αnd mαteiαlized pinciples of physics.

We expressed beαutiful problems increαsing our Ι<rιowledge'''

"Ι like conducting expeiments in physics, Ι leαrnt the process, but αlso experi-

ments with simple meαns' noνν Ι'll mαke my own for school'''

"We selected this seminαr αnd we did αΙl these τhings αlιhough they τνere dffi-

cult, becαuse they αre especiαlΙy importαnt'''

"Ι seαrch the net for expeiments, there αre So mαny sites, it's α pity thαt in their

mαjoiιy they αre not in Greek lαnμαge'''
"Ι mαcΙe α MW rαdio receiνer αnd now Ι'm srudying the theoιy on FM rαdios,

Ι'lΙ mαke one to listen to with my friends".

NOTES

1. As it is expressed through the sequence: observation, hypothesis, experimental labora-

toria1 testing/research, anaΙysis of experimentai measurements, formuΙation οf modeΙs

ivith the use of mathematics, simulation of natural system with the aid of a computer

etc.

According to Κalkani (2002)it is not the exact object or the research which defines

physics or science, nor is it just the research methodology which is followed but also the

deontology which accompanies it in the sense that the newiy experimentally verified
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theory must be adopted and taught until it too is replaced by another in its turn. That
means that the rejection of aΙl the previous inefficient or theories which can experi_

mentaily be proven as false is supported here, a situation which discriminates this from

other cognitive fields.

3. Αbilities such as deductive geneιalization of theories, which had been scientifical1y

proved as correct, foreteΙling of the evolution of natural prοcedures ιγhich results as a

conclusion of analysis of a model of the system, agΙeement between theoretical and ex-

perimental data, but also the fertile confirmation of their opposition which Ιeads to di_

aΙectic synthesis and new vaiid knowledge as weΙl as researching attempts are the char-

acteristics of the Θssentially scientifically independent critical-evaluating and creative

thought (Verganelakis, L985).

4' By this term we mean the preset time "t" within ιvhich there is response of production

of ideas as well as possible solutions to the stimuius which the problem poses.

5. At this point, we should notice that creativity comprises a multiple phenomenon. Thus,

the functions of production arising from the creative factor of intellectuaΙ procedures

of the human intellect are not the only ones contributing to the creative production of
the thinking subject (Guilford ref. to Xanthakou 1998, p. 39).

6. We have a systemic approach to the phenomenon, where the individual is invoΙved as

intellectuaΙ stΙuctuΙe, personality, va1ue and ideology system, as a process of thought

and action.

7. So that they couΙd be the simplest possibΙe lvhich couΙd be used, without danger for the

participants arising (eg. Boiling with candΙes, electricity provision from batteries, etc)

8. Every group had five members and twenty elementary teachers participated in one and
' pre-schooΙ teacheτs in the other.

9. Phase of idea production through the technique of brainstorming (Xanthakou & Kaila
2002. p. t24).

10. Eg. To the proposition that we can tie a weight on a spring and by keeping one end

steady to rotate it studying the circular movement, no redirection of the thought was

attemPted noΙ was the activity forbidden, but observation of the activity so as to avoid

an accident.

11. Αpostolakis E., Korozi V., Panagopoulou E., Petrea Κ.' Sawas S., (2002). Ι reseαrch

αnd discoνer.5th grade elementary schοol, Athens, Ministry of Education.
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